[1] Resent experimental and theoretical studies suggested preferential stability of Fe 3 C over Fe 7 C 3 at the condition of the Earth's inner core. Previous studies showed that Fe 3 C remains in an orthorhombic structure with the space group Pnma to 250 GPa, but it undergoes ferromagnetic (FM) to paramagnetic (PM) and PM to nonmagnetic (NM) phase transitions at 6-8 and 55-60 GPa, respectively. These transitions cause uncertainties in the calculation of the thermoelastic and thermodynamic parameters of Fe 3 C at core conditions. In this work we determined P-V-T equation of state of Fe 3 C using the multianvil technique and synchrotron radiation at pressures up to 31 GPa and temperatures up to 1473 K. A fit of our P-V-T data to a Mie-Gruneisen-Debye equation of state produce the following thermoelastic parameters for the PM-phase of , m = 4.3, and g = 0.66 with fixed parameters m E1 = 3n = 12, γ ∞ = 0, β = 0.3, and a 0 = 0. This formulation allows for calculations of any thermodynamic functions of Fe 3 C versus T and V or versus T and P. Assuming carbon as the sole light element in the inner core, extrapolation of our equation of state of the NM phase of Fe 3 C suggests that 3.3 ± 0.9 wt % С at 5000 К and 2.3 ± 0.8 wt % С at 7000 К matches the density at the inner core boundary.
Introduction
[2] F. Birch was among the first to recognize that the density of the Earth's liquid core is about 10% lower than the calculated density of iron at relevant PT-conditions [e.g., Birch, 1964] . During the following decades, the density and sound velocity profiles of the Earth's core have been determined with increasing precision. Simultaneously, the phase diagrams of iron and iron alloys have been studied experimentally and theoretically at core pressures and temperatures. However, more recent estimations for the core density deficit are still approximately the same as those proposed by Birch [1964] . The density deficits vary from 5 to 12% for the outer core [Stevenson, 1981; Anderson and Isaak, 2002] and from 3 to 5% for the inner core [Stixrude et al., 1997; Dubrovinsky et al., 2000; Komabayashi and Fei, 2010; Yamazaki et al., 2012] . In addition to the density deficit, the core has lower sound velocities with respect to pure iron, which also provides evidence for light element addition [Fiquet et al., 2001; Lin et al., 2005] . The possible candidates for the light elements are H, C, O, Si, and S [Poirier, 1994; Li and Fei, 2003] . The value of the density deficit, the coremantle boundary temperature, and quantitative estimations for light elements in the core can be constrained from various approaches. The thermodynamic analysis of equations of state (EOS) for iron and its compounds is one of the most important methods used to solve these problems.
[3] The Fe-C is a key system for understanding the composition of the core [Wood, 1993; Wood et al., 2013] and has been extensively studied over the past few decades. Experiments have been conducted to establish the Fe-C phase diagram at 1 bar or at high pressures using large-volume apparatus or diamond anvil cells. The 1 bar and large-volume data showed that Fe 3 C and Fe 7 C 3 are the stable iron carbides up to 15 GPa [Strong and Chrenko, 1971; Chipman, 1972; Chabot et al., 2008; Nakajima et al., 2009] . Results from diamond anvil cell studies, however, have generated controversies concerning the stable form of iron carbide at the pressure and temperature conditions of the Earth's core. Lord et al. [2009] suggested Fe 7 C 3 as a principal carbide that is stable above 120 GPa based on extrapolation of their experiments on the Fe-C system performed at pressures up to 70 GPa. Taking the data from these experiments into account determined detailed P-V-T EOS of Fe 7 C 3 at pressures up to 30 GPa and temperatures up to 1873 K and provided some constraints on the carbon content in the inner core. However, the most recent data available [Takahashi et al., 2012] indicate the stability of Fe 3 C at pressures up to 250 GPa and temperatures up to 4100 K, which specifies the possible importance of this carbide at pressure and temperature conditions found at the Earth's core and also substantiated the analysis of the EOS too. The preferential stability of Fe 3 C at 350 GPa is supported with theoretical calculation using the random structure search approach [Weerasinghe et al., 2011] . Additional complications to the stable form of iron carbide at core conditions originate from ab initio simulation, which suggests the lowest formation enthalpy for Fe 2 C phase at 300-400 GPa and 0 K [Weerasinghe et al., 2011; Bazhanova et al., 2012] .
[4] The compressibility of iron carbides at 298 K has been determined up to 180 GPa [Scott et al., 2001; Li et al., 2002; Sata et al., 2010; Nakajima et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2012] . The results of these experiments suggest that structures of Fe 3 C (space group Pnma) and Fe 7 C 3 (space group P6 3 mc) remain the same up to 200-250 GPa. However, in addition to compositional variations, iron carbides undergo a range of second-order magnetic transitions. These magnetic transitions may have approximately negligible effect on the unit cell volume, but affect the thermodynamic properties and elasticity of iron carbides. Fe 3 C is a metallic ferromagnet (FM) at 1 bar and 298 K exhibiting the Invar effect with an extremely low coefficient of thermal expansion α = 1.3 × 10 À5 K
À1
. The Curie temperature (T C ) is 480-485 K [Tsuzuki et al., 1984; Acet et al., 2001; Wood et al., 2004] , above which Fe 3 C transforms into the paramagnetic phase (PM). The pressure of the transition from FM to PM and from PM to nonmagnetic phase (NM) is currently a topic of debate. In situ investigations probing atomic and electronic structure revealed the FM/PM transition occurred at 4.3-6.5 GPa by nuclear resonant scattering [Gao et al., 2008] , at 10 GPa by X-ray magnetic circular dichroism [Duman et al., 2005] , and at 25 GPa by X-ray emission spectroscopy (considered as FM/NM) [Lin et al., 2004] . Other studies conducted on this topic have claimed a softening of phonon frequencies by inelastic X-ray scattering at 68 GPa [Fiquet et al., 2009] and changes in lattice parameters at approximately 55 GPa by X-ray diffraction [Ono and Mibe, 2010] . Theoretical studies predicted that at 0 K, it loses its magnetic moment and undergoes a FM to NM transition at pressures above 60 GPa [Vocadlo et al., 2002; Mookherjee, 2011] or 55 GPa [Ono and Mibe, 2010] . Prescher et al. [2012] performed single crystal measurements using Mossbauer spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction and placed the FM/PM transition at 8-10 GPa, the PM/NM transition at 22 GPa, and noticed the absence of electronic transitions until pressures of at least 55 GPa. The same transitions in Fe 7 C 3 were detected at slightly different conditions. The T C was observed at 523 K [Tsuzuki et al., 1984] , whereas the FM/PM transition at 298 K was observed at 18 GPa using X-ray diffraction and detected via change in a/c ratio of the hexagonal unit cell . Between 5.5 and 7.5 GPa, the FM/PM transition was determined using single crystal X-ray diffraction and Mossbauer spectroscopy [Chen et al., 2012] . The PM/NM transition was observed at 53 GPa by analysis of the X-ray diffraction data and a/c ratio [Chen et al., 2012] . Ab initio computations revealed the FM/NM transition at 67 GPa .
[5] Recognizing revived interest in Fe 3 C as a potential carbide at Earth's core conditions [Weerasinghe et al., 2011; Takahashi et al., 2012] , here we present a P-V-T equation of state for Fe 3 C up to 31 GPa and 1473 K with support from detailed thermodynamic analyses. The data can be used for thermodynamic modeling of chemical reactions with Fe 3 C at upper-lower mantle conditions. Although the application to inner core conditions is complicated due to magnetic and electronic transitions in carbide, some constraints have been provided.
Experimental Methods
[6] The in situ X-ray diffraction experiments were conducted at the "SPring-8" synchrotron radiation facility (Japan), using Kawai-type multianvil apparatus, "SPEED-1500" [Utsumi et al., 1998 ] and "SPEED-MkII" [Katsura et al., 2004] , installed at a bending magnet beam line BL04B1. An energy-dispersive X-ray diffraction technique was used for the in situ measurements. The incident X-rays were collimated to form a thin beam with dimensions of 0.05 mm in the horizontal direction and 0.1 mm in the vertical direction by WC slits and were positioned to the sample through a boron-epoxy window in a pyrophyllite gasket. The X-rays diffracted by the sample are Figure 1 . Six sample configurations in the cell assembly for TEL 12 mm. Only parts inside graphite heater with 4 mm inner diameter are shown. PM -pressure marker, TCthermocouple. Grey lines show isotherms for experiment at 1300 K indicating less than 10 K differences across the samples (after Shatskiy et al. [2013] ), which is confirmed by pressures measured by pressure markers. , with an uncertainty of less than 0.0005°. In "SPEED-MkII," an oscillation system was used to obtain more accurate X-ray powder diffraction patterns at high temperature by oscillating the press from À3°to 6°in horizontal plane. A detailed description of the press system and performance of the oscillation is given by [Katsura et al., 2004] .
[7] Fine-grained Fe 3 C powder (99.9%, Rare Metallic Co. Ltd.) was prepared as the starting material. We used 26 mm WC anvils with different truncation edge lengths (TEL) for the experiments. In runs #1 and #2 (TEL 12 mm) we investigated six starting materials (Figure 1 ), including Fe 3 C, placed separately in a graphite capsule and adjusted with a MgO pressure marker (Table 1) . In runs #3 and #4 (TEL 5.0 and 3.5 mm, respectively), we investigated Fe 3 C and Fe 3 N together in the same graphite capsule (Figure 2 ). These materials were separated by a MgO plate which served as a pressure marker. The X-ray probed area within the pressure marker and the sample are about 20 μm apart, and their temperatures differ by no more than 10 K. In runs #5 and #6 (TEL 2.0 mm), a pressure marker composed of a fine mixture of Au and MgO (1:15) was placed symmetrically to the Fe 3 C sample in relation to the temperature field of the cell (Figure 2) . The sample and the Au-MgO pressure marker were separated by a thin graphite plate. Also, some data on the volume of Fe 3 C were obtained from several unpublished carbonate-iron reaction experiments at 15-17 GPa and were used to supplement the data collected in run #7 (Table 1 ). The sample configuration in run #7 was the same as in runs #5 and #6.
[8] The sample assembly at 20-31 GPa was similar to that reported by Litasov et al. [2005 Litasov et al. [ , 2008 , and consisted of a Co-doped MgO pressure medium, a cylindrical LaCrO 3 heater, molybdenum electrodes, and a graphite sample capsule. Lower pressure (<20 GPa) cell assembly included a ZrO 2 pressure medium with a diamond powder insert with MgO caps (for X-ray transparency) and a LaCrO 3 or graphite heater. The graphite heater was separated from the graphite sample capsule by a thin BN sleeve. Temperature was monitored by a W 97% Re 3% -W 75% Re 25% thermocouple with a junction located at nearly the same position as where the X-rays pass through the sample. This minimized the effect of the thermal gradient across the sample chamber on temperature measurements. The effect of pressure on thermocouple electromotive forces (emf) was ignored during experiments.
[9] The P-T conditions of the experiments are summarized in Figure 3 . In all runs we performed compression with either one or two subsequent heating cycles. The exposure times for collecting diffraction data were between 200 and 400 s. The experimental pressures at high temperature were calculated from the unit cell volume of MgO using the optimized EOS presented in Litasov et al. [2013] and Sokolova et al. [2013] . Figure 2b , top scheme shows configuration for two samples separated by PM (e.g., Fe 3 C, Fe 3 N, and MgO-pressure marker). Figure 2b , bottom scheme shows configuration for one sample and pressure marker separated by a plate from capsule material (e.g., Fe 3 C and MgO + Au pressure marker in graphite capsule). X-ray path or window is indicated in the drawing, Gr -graphite, Diadiamond powder, TC -thermocouple. (2) a Run #7 includes measurements from several runs on carbonate-iron interaction experiments (unpublished data). The 1σ errors are in parentheses, they are not shown for unit cell dimensions (<0.001 Å). Pressure was calculated using MgO EOS in Sokolova et al. [2013] .
This pressure scale was similar to that reported in Dorogokupets and Dewaele [2007] and Dorogokupets and Oganov [2007] with <0.3 GPa differences at 30 GPa and high temperatures. Typically, 4-5 diffraction lines (111), (200), (220), (311), and (222) of MgO were used to calculate pressure, and up to 20 major diffraction lines were used to calculate the volume of Fe 3 C (Figure 4) . We refined the X-ray diffraction patterns to determine the d values using the "XRayAnalysis" software provided by the beam line. The uncertainties of the unit cell volume of MgO were determined by a least-squares fit method and yielded typical values of less than 0.1 GPa uncertainty in pressure.
[10] The quality of the diffraction patterns and the deviation from the hydrostatic conditions during the experiment were determined using FWHM (full width at half maximum) of X-ray diffraction lines. The FWHM of X diffraction lines of Fe 3 C and MgO at the maximum pressure and high temperature were below 10 keV, identical to those at 0.0001-3.0 GPa after heating. This indicated that differential stress was nearly relaxed by high-temperature annealing at all pressures. The precision of the experiments was confirmed by consistent results obtained using various cell configurations in different runs.
Equation of State
[11] We used two conventional approaches to calculate thermoelastic parameters for Fe 3 C: (a) a high-temperature (HT) EOS and (b) a Mie-Grüneisen-Debye (MGD) EOS. The formalism for these approaches can be found in the literature [Anderson, 1995; Jackson and Rigden, 1996; Poirier, 2000; Litasov et al., 2007] . For 298 K isotherm, we used the Vinet-Rydberg (VR) EOS [Vinet et al., 1987] . In addition, we performed a thermodynamic analysis of EOS based on the formalism proposed by Dorogokupets et al. [Dorogokupets and Dewaele, 2007; Dorogokupets and Oganov, 2007; Litasov et al., 2013; Sokolova et al., 2013] . We named this approach as a Kunc-Einstein (KE) EOS. The detailed formalism is presented by Litasov et al. [2013] , and we note here only some modifications and details.
[12] The Kunc EOS for room-temperature isotherm with parameter k = 2 is equal to Vinet/Rydberg EOS [Kunc et al., 2003 ], so we used a similar equation in all three approaches. The full solution allowed us to find all the necessary parameters for KE EOS, which include: V 0 -volume at standard conditions, K T0 -isothermal bulk modulus and K T ′ -its pressure derivative, Θ E10 and Θ E20 -two characteristic temperatures, m E1 = m E2 = 3n -number of atoms in a formula unit, γ 0 and γ ∞ -Grüneisen parameters at ambient conditions and infinite compression, β -power-mode parameter in Grüneisen equation, e 0 -parameter, which denotes an electronic contribution to the free energy, a 0 -intrinsic anharmonicity parameter, m -which is an anharmonicity equivalent of the Grüneisen parameter, and g -which is an electronic equivalent of the Grüneisen parameter. In this work we simplified this approach to use one characteristic temperature taking into account scarce data for thermochemistry and elasticity of PM Fe 3 C at ambient conditions. With the described formalism, we can calculate any thermodynamic functions versus T and V or versus T and P. The procedure for optimization of the thermodynamic parameters for EOS was also described previously [Dorogokupets and Oganov, 2007] . ) are consistent with previous data [Li et al., 2002; Wood et al., 2004] . The analysis of X-ray diffraction data began with determination of the magnetic transitions, which can significantly affect the calculated thermoelastic parameters if all of the data were considered together. The FM/PM transition can be successfully monitored using the calculated unit cell volume, and specifically the parameter a ( Figure 5 ). The temperature dependence of the a value changes from the FM to the PM phase and marks the T C value. We observed a minor decrease of T C in the pressure interval from 0.3 to 3 GPa and found consistent results with neutron diffraction data at 1 bar [Wood et al., 2004] . The pressure of the FM/PM transition may be located between 7.2 and 9.3 GPa; however, the data point at 7.2 GPa cannot be considered as significantly deviated from the 298 K compression curve (Figure 6 ), which is consistent with the data by Gao et al. [2008] and Prescher et al. [2012] . The transition from the PM to NM phase suggested by Prescher et al. [2012] at 22 GPa and 298 K cannot be precisely determined from our data. The data at 28-31 GPa are generally consistent with the fit of other data for the PM phase (Figure 6 ), whereas the volume of Fe 3 C at 28.6 GPa may correspond to the compression curve of both the PM phase (this work) and the NM phase, if we plot the data from Sata et al. [2010] (Figure 6 ). The position of the PM/NM transition at high temperatures is unknown, because it can be structurally hidden. From our data we can conclude that the thermal properties of the PM and the NM phases may be close to each other if the NM phase is stable at 20-31 GPa and high temperatures. We observed only minor deviations of the volumes from the isothermal fitting curves at 21-24.5 and 28.6-31 GPa.
Results
Because the values of the isothermal fitting curves were closely related in this work, we analyzed them together.
[14] It was difficult to determine a compressibility curve for PM-phase from our data at 298 K, because it included only five data points in a narrow pressure interval of 9-22 GPa with uncertain V 0 . Therefore, we combined the analysis of the 298 K isotherm with the high-temperature data. The results of the fitting of the P-V-T data using different approaches are presented in Tables 2 and 3 and plotted in Figure 6 . Calculated residual pressures showed no systematic errors in the measurements with a maximum deviation of 0.7-0.8 GPa (Figure 7) , which indicates relatively high precision and consistency within the results. A least-square fit to HT-VR EOS yields V 0 = 154.5 ± 0.1 Å The analysis of the compression curve for the PM phase in previous works was considered only along with the FM phase ( Figure 8 ) and revealed parameters shown in Table 2 . Fitting of our data to MGD relation yielded γ 0 = 2.15 ± 0.03 and q =À0.03 ± 0.27 and the Debye temperature, θ 0 = 314 ± 120 K. Usually, θ 0 is poorly resolvable from the high-pressure P-V-T data; however, there are no reported reference values for the Table 3 . Calculated Thermodynamic Parameters for PM Phase of Fe 3 C at Different Pressures and Temperatures Using KE EOS Figure 7 . Differences between pressures calculated using EOS of MgO pressure standards and pressures calculated using KE EOS for PM Fe 3 C. PM phase of Fe 3 C. Reported θ 0 for (presumably) FM phase determined by different methods was 394 K [Gustafson, 1985] , 420-450 K [Belikov and Savinskaya, 1962] , 468-475 K [Dodd et al., 2003] , and 604 K [Wood et al., 2004] . If we fix θ 0 at 500 K, the γ 0 calculated from our data will be 2.13 ± 0.02 and q = À0.36 ± 0.23. The thermal Grüneisen parameter calculated by Wood et al. [2004] was γ 0 = 2.1. Optimization of the P-V-T data for the PM phase along with the reference data for thermal expansion and heat capacity using KE EOS yields the following parameters: V 0 = 2.327 cm Tables 3 and 4. [15] Axial compressibility of PM Fe 3 C at 298 K is shown in Figure 9 . The VR EOS fit with fixed K T ′ = 4.8 revealed limited axial anisotropy of compressibility for PM Fe 3 C. We obtained a 0 = 5.085 Å, b 0 = 6.743 Å, c 0 = 4.523 Å, and K T0a = 195 (2) GPa, K T0b = 186 (3) GPa, K T0c = 163 (2) GPa.
[16] Finally, we note that fitting of limited volume data at pressures below 8 GPa for the FM phase using VR EOS yields V 0 = 155.27 ± 0.05 Å 3 , and K T = 175 ± 2 GPa, if K T ′ is fixed at 5.
Discussion

Thermoelastic and Thermochemical Properties of Fe-Carbide
[17] In order to constrain the thermodynamic properties of PM Fe 3 C, we applied the KE EOS and formalism described in Litasov et al. [2013] and Sokolova et al. [2013] . Thermodynamic data for Fe 3 C at 1 bar are complicated due to the magnetic transition. Thermochemical data for PM Fe 3 C are summarized in Barin [1995 and Hallstedt et al. [2010] . The thermal expansion data are available for the temperature range of 480-700 K [Jellinghaus, 1966; Kagawa and Okamoto, 1983; Wood et al., 2004] . The coefficient of thermal expansion and the temperature dependence of the unit cell volume determined by Kagawa and Okamoto [1983] and Wood et al. [2004] are generally consistent with the calculated values from our data (Figures 10a and 10b) . The calculated heat capacity is also fairly consistent with experimental and theoretical data for C P (Figure 10c ). Similar minor deviation can be noted for the calculated entropy and the Gibbs free energy, S 0,500 = 157.1 J/(mol K) and ΔG 0,500 = À26.8 kJ/mol in this work and S 0,500 = 177.6 J/ (mol K) and ΔG 0,500 = À33.7 kJ/mol in Barin [1995] . The temperature dependence of the bulk moduli is shown in Figure 10d . Calculated pressure dependence of the bulk moduli can be compared with data obtained by inelastic X-ray scattering (IXRS) (Figure 11 ). The data for K T /K S calculated for FM and PM phases are consistent with those obtained by IXRS [Gao et al., 2008; 2011] . Although at pressures above 25 GPa the data on K S calculated from IXRS [Gao et al., 2011] deviate slightly (following linear trend) toward a higher bulk modulus, they remain significantly lower than estimations of K T from X-ray diffraction measurements by Sata et al. [2010] for NM-Fe 3 C.
[18] The unit cell volumes of the PM and NM phases are very similar at 25-30 GPa, and the differences in volumes at 200 GPa are about 1.5-1.7% (Figure 12) . In this diagram we should note significant differences in volume and compressibility between single crystal [Prescher et al., 2012] and powder diffraction data [Ono and Mibe, 2010] for Fe 3 C. Nevertheless, certain uncertainties remain about PM/NM phase transition at high pressures. Although Prescher et al. [2012] argued for the PM/NM transition at 22 GPa, in the work by Ono and Mibe [2010] and in theoretical calculations [Mookherjee, 2011] , this magnetic transition (named as FM/NM) was observed at 55-60 GPa. If the PM/NM transition occurs at 22 GPa [Prescher et al., 2012] , what would be the reason for the observed significant unit cell volume drop [Ono and Mibe, 2010] at 55 GPa? The authors of newer work [Prescher et al., 2012] did not comment on this matter. Thus, this uncertainty should be clarified in future studies. In this work we followed the higher-pressure PM/NM transition data by Ono and Mibe [2010] , who showed a prominent volume change at 55 GPa (Figure 12 ).
Implication for the Inner Core
[19] Data for EOS of Fe-carbides can be compared with density and sound velocity data for the inner core. For this purpose we need large extrapolation of the data obtained at lower pressures. For both Fe-carbides, Fe 7 C 3 and Fe 3 C, the EOS for the PM phase is obtained for a pressure range of 0-30 GPa. However, thermodynamic data for the PM phase of Fe 3 C cannot be directly applied to model NM carbide in the inner core as was performed by Nakajima et al. [2011] Figure 9 . Axial compressibility of PM Fe 3 C along 298 K isotherm. VR fits for all axes are shown.
for Fe 7 C 3 because of the magnetic transition and clear differences in their compressibility. Taking into account minor differences in volume change across the PM-NM transition, we can assume that thermal properties of PM-Fe 3 C can be very similar to those of NM-Fe 3 C. At present, this is the only possible way to extrapolate the thermoelastic data for Fe 3 C to inner core pressure. Similar assumptions for NM-Fe 7 C 3 were considered by Chen et al. [2012] .
[20] Figure 13 shows the comparison of Fe-carbides and hcp-Fe with the density of the core according to the PREM model [Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981] . Calculated densities at 1 atm are 7.717 g/cm 3 for the PM-phase and 7.979 g/cm 3 for the NM-phase of Fe 3 C. According to Sata et al. [2010] , NMphase has lower compressibility than the PM-phase (Table 2) . However, calculated densities at 2898 K at inner core conditions ( Figure 13 ) are almost similar with extrapolation error of about 0.2 g/cm 3 . Accordingly, high-temperature isotherms would also be nearly similar. This is not the case for Fe 7 C 3 . The extrapolation of elasticity data for PM-and NM-phase of Fe 7 C 3 to inner core conditions shows the difference in density of 1.5 cm 3 [Chen et al., 2012] . Accordingly, their high-temperature isotherms will also be significantly different. [Sata et al., 2010] and nuclear resonant inelastic X-ray scattering measurements [Gao et al., 2008; 2011] . Figure 12 . Compressibility of Fe 3 C up to 200 GPa.
At the outer-inner core boundary, the density at 298 K will be (g/cm 3 ) 13.8 for hcp-Fe, 12.95 for NM-Fe 7 C 3 (6.2% density reduction), and 12.8 for NM-Fe 3 C (7.2% density reduction). We should also note that high-temperature isotherms at 3000 and 5000 K in the inner core for Fe 3 C and Fe 7 C 3 are significantly different (Figure 13 ) due to different ∂K T /∂T between the phases (-0.045 for PM-phase Fe 7 C 3 ).
[21] An assumption that the inner core consists of mixture of Fe (without Ni) and Fe-carbide provides an outer-inner core boundary temperature of 5000-7000 K Chen et al., 2012] . The estimation of the carbon content in the inner core based on thermoelastic data for Fe 7 C 3 corresponds to 6.5 ± 2.0 and 4.9 ± 1.8 wt % at 5000 and 7000 K, respectively Chen et al., 2012] . Similar calculations for NM-Fe 3 C indicate 3.3 ± 0.9 and 2.3 ± 0.8 wt % С for 5000 and 7000 К, respectively. Taking into account recent data on the stability of NM-Fe 3 C at the core conditions [Takahashi et al., 2012] these estimations would correspond to the maximum carbon content in the Earth's inner core. In order to place tighter constraints on the carbon content of the inner and outer cores, thermal EOS data of NM-Fe 3 C under relevant pressures are required. In a recent comprehensive review that integrates constraints from mineral physics, geochemistry, and cosmochemistry [Wood et al., 2013] the carbon content of the core was estimated at the 1 wt% level.
Conclusions
[22] In this work we represent the first P-V-T equation of state for Fe 3 C obtained using the multianvil technique and synchrotron radiation at pressures up to 31 GPa and temperatures up to 1473 K. As a note of caution, magnetic transitions at 8-10 and 55-60 GPa would introduce uncertainties into the calculation of thermodynamic parameters of Fe carbides and especially for extrapolation of the data to core-mantle boundary and inner core conditions. A fit of the P-V-T data was completed using Mie-Grüneisen-Debye EOS and the newly suggested KuncEinstein EOS, which allows for the calculation of all thermodynamic parameters necessary to calculate free energy at high PT-conditions. We propose to use our present data for any thermodynamic calculations of chemical equilibria involving Fe 3 C at pressures of PM-NM transition at 25-30 GPa.
[23] Assuming carbon as a sole light element in the system extrapolation of our data for equation of state to the NM-phase of Fe 3 C indicate 3.3 ± 0.9 wt % С at 5000 К and 2.3 ± 0.8 wt % С at 7000 К at depths close to the inner core boundary. However, for accurate determination of the possible carbon concentrations in the core by comparison with inner core properties, we need to obtain experimental (in diamond anvil cell) of theoretical high-pressure and high-temperature EOSes for the NM phases of Fe carbides. Figure 13 . Calculated density of (a) Fe 3 C and (b) Fe 7 C 3 at the Earth's core conditions. For NM-Fe 3 C, we used compressibility data from Sata et al. [2010] and thermal parameters of PM phase from this work. For NM-Fe 7 C 3 , we used compressibility data from Chen et al. [2012] and thermal parameters for PM phase . Profiles for hcp-Fe are shown using parameters listed in Seagle et al. [2006] . The PREM profile is after Dziewonski and Anderson [1981] . The error bars for Fe 3 C and PREM are shown.
